
Parts needed (2 players)
x2   Planetary Systems:

(1) Star
(2) Gas Giants
(3) Rocky Planets
(5) Moons

x80 Abandoned Space Probes: for marking empty space
x250 Active Space Probes: for marking FINDINGS
x32 Stand-by Space Probes: for marking DETECTIONS
x2 Decks: for placing your planets and keeping track on opponent's hits
x2 Dividers: for privacy and marking your sent probes
x2 Launch Site: for storing your space probes

Wiki
DETECTION: you are very close to finding a Gas Giant or a 

Star, but not yet. The body is partially covering that
coordinate but not completely. So a Stand-by Space Probe
should be placed.

FINDING: you’ve found a part of a celestial body. An Active 
Space Probe should be placed.

DISCOVER: you’ve discovered a complete celestial body. All
26 coordinates of a Star, all 12 of a Gas Giant, all 4 of a Rocky 
Planet or a Moon.

FINDINGS (Active Probe) DETECTIONS (Stand-by Probe)

Star

Gas Giant
Rocky Planet Moon

Celestial Bodies Placement
Rocky Planets should be placed no more than 3 coordinates straight away from it's Star.

Gas Giants should be placed at least 3 coordinates straight away from it's Star.

Moons should be placed no more than 1 coordinate straight away from Rocky Planets or Gas Giants.

Inteded Gameplay
Players will indicate one turn at a time, the space coordinates (e.g.: 8G, 5A, 1F…) where they want to

send a Space Probe in search for any celestial body.

If a player doesn’t DETECT or FIND any object, ie., the opponent hasn’t placed any object in that
coordinate. Then an Abandoned Space Probe should be placed on the designated space coordinate.

Player DETECTS something when close spotted a Star or Gas Giant but doesn’t reach a pin point to
set a Space Probe. Ie: It has detected signs of a celestial body, but will need further explorations around the
area. A Stand-by Space Probe should be placed.

Player FINDS something when spotted a celestial body with a pin point available to place a Space
Probe. In that case, an Active Space Probe should be placed on that space coordinate.

Player DISCOVERS a celestial body when all pin points inside the object are filled with Active Space
Probes.

The player that first DISCOVERS all of its opponent’s planetary system (= 67 Active Probes), WINS.
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Deck: Black
Divider: Black
Launch Site: Aqua Marine
Abandoned Space Probe: White
Stand-by Space Probe: Blue
Active Space Probe: Red

Star: Yellow
Gas Giant: Coral
Rocky Planet: Aqua Marine
Moon: Grey

Used Printing Colors

NOTE: can use paint markers for coloring numbers and texts
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